IN THE QUEUE




With the promotion of Ivan Holler to
Assistant City Manager, Jeff Murphy
was hired as Murrieta’s Development
Services Director in February of this
year. In an article written nearly a
decade ago, his code observations in
San Diego County are equally
relevant and the conditions eerily
similar to those that led to the Cedar
fire in 2003.
Murrieta Fire & Rescue has already
been mobilized on statewide six
strike team fires this year – let’s hope
we can continue to make progress
locally to keep our community safe.
Full article HERE (pages 1, 3, and 6)
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Murrieta Fire & Rescue: Captain Bentley,
Engineer
Anderson
and
Firefighter/
Paramedics Urista and Aarts have been
deployed on the Pawnee Fire, in Lake County.
Last report: Ground resources worked
throughout the night to reinforce control
lines and extinguish interior hotspots. Hot
and dry weather conditions today still pose
the potential of future fire growth. Multiple
ground resources and air assets are available
in the area to take quick action if the need
arises.
Online CalFire updates HERE

Rest easy, Captain Rosa

Insert Lee Greenwood’s song,
God Bless the USA HERE

FIRE DISPATCH I Murrieta Fire & Rescue - 71 years of Service to the Community
Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

Leadership Lessons: Working in an Ever-Changing
Generational Environment
Firehouse • Dr. David Griffin July 1, 2018

I often hear leaders complaining about Millennials. They call them
lazy, sensitive, arrogant, ignorant and a host of other names I’d
prefer not to use. But before we continue to address the issue of
Millennials, I’d like you to ask yourself a couple of questions:
What generation are you?
Are there individuals in your generation who have been called
similarly offensive names?

Fire Engineering – Digital Issue HERE

I can’t answer the first question for you because I don’t know your
specific generation. However, I can answer the second—YES. We
must understand that the generation before us talked negatively
about our work habits and leadership skills, and so did the
generation before that and the generation before that and so on. For
example, my generation, Generation X, has been described as
disaffected and directionless. I can assure you I am anything but
directionless. The point: We are in an ever-changing generational
environment that we must understand and adapt to.
MORE HERE

EMS Coordinator
Jennifer Antonucci

Gordon Graham shares his views and expertise on critical public safety issues. Every week, you will learn a valuable tip that will save you grief
down the road. You will hear the train coming and know how to respond quickly, appropriately and safely. HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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Playing With Fire: Juveniles and Their Fascination
OFFICER.com• By Pamela Kulbarsh • February 19, 2015

Fire-setting is the largest cause of home deaths among children. It is the
2nd leading cause of all fatal home accidents.
Juveniles set 250,000 fires annually. In fact, the youth of our country set
over 50% of all fires. According to the United States Fire Administration fires
set by children are responsible for 300+ deaths, thousands of painful burn
injuries, and more than 1.2 billion dollars in property loss every year.
Children are often the victims in these fires. While childhood curiosity about
fire is generally considered natural, fires set by children are dangerous and
can be deadly. Over 40% of juvenile fire-setters are under age five, and 70%
are under age ten. Only 10-15% fire-setting youth are girls. Actually, firesetting is the largest cause of home deaths among children. It is the 2nd
leading cause of all fatal home accidents. Even more disturbing is that
almost 85% of the victims of fires started by children are the children
themselves. These statistics may be low, because many fires that cause only
minor damage or injury go unreported by the parents.
Six Motivations for Juvenile Fire-setting have Been Identified
1. Curious/Accidental: this is the most common type of fire-setting.
Individuals in this group often do not understand the consequences
of fire-play; the average age for this group is up to 10 years old.
MORE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

INSPECTION SUMMARY
State Licensing Requirement
State Mandated Inspections
Business Inspections
Business Re-Inspections
Job Site Visits
Business Consultation
Knox Box Key Install
FIRE-Final
FIRE-Alarm Final
FIRE-Flush
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
FIRE-Pre-Thrust Block
FIRE-Pre-Wire
FIRE- Rough
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
FIRE- Underground Hydro
Total
New Submittals

1
0
0
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
15
0
1
17
0
2
43

Fire Sprinklers
Fire Alarms
Building
Total

9
3
6
18

Total

0
1
0
1

Resubmittals
Fire Sprinklers
Fire Alarms
Building

Plan Check Review
Approved
Corrections

8
4
12

Total

Fees Collected

$2,606

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: No activity

T2R: In service
E2: OOS – body repair
E3: In Service
E3R: In service

Station 2: No activity
Station 3: No activity

E4: In service
E4R: In service

Bids being sought for a
number of facility
improvements

Station 4: No activity

E5: In service
B2: In service

Station 5: No activity

B3: In service
B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service
WT: In service
A&L: OOS – Air mast

Predictive Services Wesite HERE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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(Captain Eric Ackerman)

RESPONSE DATA
5
0
116
5
0
2
10
7
3
22
6
0
2
178

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS calls Only – Goals Reached
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:04
99%
94%
Turnout
2:13
82%
49%
Travel
7:01
89%
49%
Total Response
9:07
97%
61%
FIRE Calls Only – Goals Reached
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:46
72%
52%
Turnout
2:41
79%
54%
Travel
8:32
52%
44%
Total Response
11:20
75%
35%

by Joe Robinson • pulled July 2, 2018
Humans are energy machines. We expend energy over the course of the
workday and work year in our body and brains (which use up 20% of the
body’s calories), and then we have to replace it, or fatigue sets in, stress
and exhaustion build, and productivity plummets.
It’s a basic law of effort: Quality output requires quality input. It’s called
work recovery in the scientific journals, and one of the best ways to get it is
through the recuperative benefits of a vacation.
TIME OFF BOOSTS TIME ON
The annual vacation, which used to be a rite of summer for families in the
1960s and 1970s, has been shrinking ever since, with nearly two-thirds of
Americans telling a Harris poll that they won’t be taking a vacation longer
than a week. Numerous surveys show Americans giving back vacation days,
169 million days a year, according to a study conducted by Oxford
Economics for the U.S. Travel Association.
There are many reasons for these trends—lean staffing, fear of layoffs,
technology addiction, crisis mentality from an epidemic of false urgency
and frenzy, and certainly ignorance about how our biology works, or
doesn’t, when it can’t get the recovery it needs, from the cellular level to
the blood glucose that gets spent in the course of staying disciplined and
focused on the job.
MORE HERE

Out of respect for Firefighter Joe Patterson of the Paint Creek Joint EMS and
Fire District, who lost his life due to a catastrophic SCBA tank failure, please be
careful. (FirefighterCloseCalls.com)
Exercise caution when filling our cylinders. There are safety measures in place
for your protection. However, when dealing with a pressurized vessel there's
still a possibility for something to go wrong.
Things to consider:
We laugh about it, but we say somedays
you are a peacock and somedays you are a
feather duster. And when you are a
peacock, man you are riding high and
when you are a feather duster you are
laying low. And when you are laying low,
you will figure out who your friends are.
- Chief Alan V. Brunacini

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure hydro date is current.
Inspect cylinder for damage (discoloration from heat, large chips of
material missing, and fibers exposed).
Cylinder storage psi (4500 or 2216).
Never stand over the fill station during the fill process (shop
compressor).
Avoid hot filling 600psi per/min max. industry standard.
Be safe, more to come on this topic during our annual training in July.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952

Lapi
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NY firefighters deliver pizza after
driver gets into crash

Firefighters near Rochester, N.Y.,
weren't going to let a pizza customer
go unsatisfied after the delivery
driver got into a car crash.

Doug can be heard singing,
“…checking it twice; trying
to find out who’s been
naughty and nice…”

Cool - seemed like something
Murrieta Fire would do!
◄ Apparently, even as a captain, when you are hired
back to work overtime as a firefighter, you get stuck with
the glamorous jobs.

Engine 642 of the Henrietta Fire
District, in West Henrietta,
responded to the wreck Saturday
afternoon, in which a pizza delivery
employee was injured.
 Cash was a big

help at
the City pop-up booth
during the Birthday Bash

Dreams really can come true…right Chris?

BLOG:
Keep Talking, I’m
Analyzing You
If you like it click it
HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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CHIEF’s CORNER
Keep Talking, I’m Analyzing You
So, what exactly does a firefighter look like? How should they act? What skills should they be able to
master? How big and strong should they be? Are firefighters supposed to be more mechanically inclined
or fluid with their words? Should they be creative or analytical? Is it essential that they be self-aware or
is it more important that they are interpersonal? Are they nimble minded and quick to reply, or do they
process information more slowly before providing a response?
Slid in a lower cabinet in my office I have a rather nondescript looking white notebook labeled with a
single word hastily written with a black Sharpie: “psychologicals.” In it are several assessments taken
over the course of nearly 20 years. Some took hours to complete and have been validated through
decades of studies. Others took only a few moments and seem more whimsical, using colors, shapes and
objects to come to their eventual conclusions. All provide labels to aid in their descriptions and
authenticate the conclusions. And nearly all have pencil scribbles in the margins indicating an attempt to
understand, and in some cases, refute the findings. Some generated a smile and a nod; others offered
little more than a grimace.
Shame is A Soul Killer
While taking a basic psychology class in college, I learned of a professor named Howard Garner. He
developed a theory of multiple intelligences, which basically suggests that the traditional notion of
determining how smart a person is by using an IQ test falls short of fully explaining the broader range of
potential within each of us. The eight include:









Linguistic intelligence (“word smart”)
Logical-mathematical intelligence (“number/reasoning smart”)
Spatial intelligence (“picture smart”)
Bodily-Kinesthetic intelligence (“body smart”)
Musical intelligence (“music smart”)
Interpersonal intelligence (“people smart”)
Intrapersonal intelligence (“self-smart”)
Naturalist intelligence (“nature smart”)

Don’t stop reading yet! I’m not asking you to agree or disagree with the good doctor or his theories;
some actually argue that there are more “intelligences,” while others have claimed that his conclusions
lack any empirical evidence. Regardless, a quick scan of the list should get us all thinking.
Consider for a moment that that the norms or labels that we place on ourselves, particularly in
professions like the fire service, are often far too restrictive. Firefighters are a wonderful mix of artisans,
orators, engineers, thinkers, innovators, and analysts. We sing, we color, we process, and we marvel
over our graphs and spreadsheets. And yet, we tend to struggle to understand and ultimately embrace
that which makes us complete. Our labels are not always those intended to be understood; instead they

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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tend to isolate and cause insult to the point of sucking the beauty out of what is unique about an
individual.
As a society, we Americans tend to emphasize what we lack in skills and ability, rather than what comes
naturally. Aside from the emotional and physical pain that can cause, it also screws with the natural
order of things. Consider that to get a quality product to market, a successful company needs
designers/innovators, marketers, artists, builders, and accountants. Anything short of that and a
business cannot sustain itself.
Sports teams focus on complementary parts in order to be successful; and in today’s environment,
profits and legacies are made or lost based on an ability to adapt and maximize the differences. Even our
favorite kids’ shows emphasize the value of different shapes, sizes, and even colors of each character.
Then, why hasn’t the fire service fully adopted a similar plan; one that embraces differences as an
opportunity to excel? Perhaps it’s because, until recently, departments had rarely been faced with the
kind of competition that could lead to decreased funding, a lack of public support, or some form of
outsourcing.
Honor Their Legacy by Building on Their Dreams
Since our first day in the academy, we are taught that our fire service traditions and culture are values to
be embraced. Over time, we tell wonderful stories about the men that built our halls. We are reminded
about the struggles they faced to convert wartime vehicles into fire apparatus and hold annual
hometown barbeques to fund uniforms and equipment. Their legacies are secured through old black
and white photos and our imaginations.
But time has a tendency to homogenize our perspectives. The qualities that made each of these
hometown heroes unique are lost to anyone but the most dedicated researchers. What we do know is
that things have changed; otherwise, firefighters would still be wearing day boots, riding tailboards, and
using Jet Axes to ventilate a roof.
What we can also logically deduce, is that each of our predecessors were very different. They likely
scrapped over the same basic things we do; but if all were to take a personality assessment, they most
certainly would be mapped all over the matrix. So, the question begs to be asked: do we honor their
legacy by holding fast, or by building on the foundation they laid? If so, the quest starts with the gifts of
each employee.
Let Go of the Shiny Object
They say that to catch a raccoon all you have to do is put a shiny object in a hole in a log. Make the hole
big enough that the coon can get his open hand in and out easily but small enough that if he makes a fist
he will be stuck. The story goes that, even though the critter could at any moment choose to let go of
the bit of bling and be free, the animal continues clinging to the coveted object. If you can believe the
Internet, one tale tells of a raccoon that went as far as gnawing off its arm, rather than let go.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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My sense is that it is time to loosen our grip on the shiny objects, and adopt the kind of fresh
perspectives that relish the connection each firefighter can have if they can learn to appreciate what
makes each other unique.
One assessment stands out among the others in my white notebook. It uses labels like the others; in
fact, there are 34 of them. But, while I have learned to appreciate the other personality and leadership
tools, this one offers a perspective that taught me to invest in what comes naturally, so that I may
maximize my potential, rather than simply shore up those areas that do not come so easily.
The Clifton StrengthsFinder assessment helps identify the areas where a person and/or team have the
greatest potential for building strength. It measures recurring patterns of thought, feeling, and behavior.
The assessment is rooted in and based around neuroscience – “a scientific discipline studying the
structure, development, function, and genetics of the brain.”
Truthfully, I do not care much about how it works, just that it does. The book is small; it comes with an
online code; and it takes about 30 minutes. What you get are the top five areas outlining your natural
abilities. What’s cool is that within a team-building environment, each participant walks in the room
feeling good about his or herself, and walks out feeling better about how the group can make a
difference, regardless of the challenges that lay ahead.
Notwithstanding the clear value of safety and operational efficiency, perhaps the box from which our
firefighters are defined in the future will be expanded a bit to include a more diverse blend of those
qualities that transform a team into a dynasty.
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